
 

Prague, 20th October 2020 

Dear conscious citizens, (those of You, that already know) 

Dear unconscious citizens, (those of You, that don’t know yet) 

Dear professional & uncorrupted public, 

Dear journalists and media officials, 

Dear Members of Parliament of Czech Republic, (for now) 

Comrades and members of the Government of comrade Andrej Babiš, 

Comrade Hamáček, 

Comrade Col. Prymula, 

Comrade Zeman, 

 

 Those of you that already know, or at least have some idea about what bad things are going 

on, thank you from the bottom of our heart for support. Believe that you are at the right place. 

 To you, who know, and completely consciously, for money and other benefits, cause harm to 

all of us, we say, that truth is like a lion and it will not be silenced. If you really think that nothing bad 

is going on and that you and your family will be profiting into the future, you are terribly mistaken. 

Those, who promised you benefits and better life, will make sure that when the deed is done, there 

are no witnesses, who know too much, and who could threaten them, or to whom they would have 

to be obligated. 

 To you, who don’t know yet, and think that everything we lean on is absurd, then we ask you, 

please, to do one thing. Research information for yourself, discuss facts with others, there is not 

much time and the only time to resist the whole plan of globalists is right now. This video is more 

than telling, please take your time and watch it. 

 If some of you don’t like being addressed as “comrades”, we advise you to not act according 

to this address in your public position where we nominated you. This address, in this context, is 

meant explicitly as an address of a person supporting or imposing totalitarian practices and regime. 

We also have objections to after-November development and also to the course of after-November 

organization, but we have had enough of your lies, clientelism and protectionism. 

 Comrade President, if you don’t like being addressed the last, then act in a way so that we 

could address you as one of the first. No one has ever gained authority among Czech people only 

with their position. Don’t forget you’re just a regular person, who was given not only a vote by 

overall majority by portion of citizens in the election, but also trust. During this not easy time you 

really are not doing much for citizens of CZ. Ex-president Václav Klaus, though a controversial person, 

has done much more during this time with regards to danger of globalism. Believe that you have 

much more to do.  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbHOV7bmQb4


 

 Once again, we are reaching out to your political heads and elites on behalf of all citizens of 

the Czech Republic living in Czechia or anywhere in the world, who don’t agree with the actions of 

the CZ Government and its measures during the coronavirus crisis. In the same way we are reaching 

out to you also on behalf of all citizens of other countries of EU, or citizens of third world countries, 

who have been living long-term in CZ, or only short-term now, however for the purpose of long-term 

stay. 

 We are also reaching out to you on behalf of those citizens of the Czech Republic, who 

because of incorrect statements of top constitutional authorities of CZ, members of CZ Government, 

individual politicians and also because of opinions of experts presented in the media, are being 

heavily misinformed and made afraid with very infectious disease, which according to our present 

findings is not that infectious and deadly the way it is being presented to us. Therefore, these citizens 

are being unconsciously and heavily influenced by a global misinformation campaign in mainstream 

media, in which they have trust they built over the years. Top representatives of executive power, 

together with media presented experts for solution, suggesting and pushing disproportionate anti-

coronavirus measures, are suspected of: 

• abuse of power of public official 

• conflict of interest because of economic profit or benefit, albeit only promised 

• conflict of interest on the criminal level because of responsibility for caused economic 

damage 

• conflict of interest on the criminal level because of responsibility for impact on human lives, 

especially deaths in direct connection with caused economic damage or constant media fear 

mongering 

 

 In our opinion, imposed measures are accommodated by typical signs of a totalitarian regime 

a tyranny, which is unparalleled since times of Velvet Revolution. They especially include: 

 

• censorship 

• self-proclaimed & funded by groups with economic interests so-called fact-checking 

• intimidation and public ridiculing of experts, or publicly known persons with a different 

opinion of promoted or already imposed government measures 

• heavily imbalanced and biased reporting in public media (we are pleased to say that some 

discussion programs in public television give a slight impression of normalcy, openness and 

space for discussion. We thank all such hosts for courage) 

• enforcement of unsubstantiated measures and restrictions 

• closing schools for everyday attendance and testing asymptomatic persons, that is physicians 

and medical staff as well, which on the contrary, with its impact, eventually overwhelms 

medical systems 

o by absence of medical personnel, who must stay at home with their children 

o by testing of asymptomatic persons, that is physicians and medical staff as well, who 

with a false positive test you send into a quarantine, and on the contrary with false 

negative you send them among people 

• limiting business activities, and it doesn’t matter whether you call it leisure activities, 

because those also serve as a living for families of their operators and employees 

 

 

 



 

• prohibition 

• completely calculated manipulation of data and statistics 

 

 To our elected representatives, which is all of you politicians in executive positions without 

exception, we give an ULTIMATUM: 

• face masks will be immediately required only in the form of recommendation 

• there will be no restrictions in terms of functionality of schools, hospitals and business 

activities 

• until 31 October 2010 the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Republic will accept the 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION for establishment of Parliamentary Investigative Commission the 

Lightning Bolt 

• the government will, without delay, fulfil all other requirements stated in the written 

PETITION, for which we currently collecting signatures among citizens of CZ, as a gesture of 

goodwill and willingness to let the current state be investigated 

 

By NOT fulfilling these requirements until 31 October 2020 you will cause: 

• an immediate establishment of non-parliamentary Citizen’s Investigative Committee 

• an immediate establishment of armed focus of armed national militia 

• other steps following the results of investigation of Citizen’s Investigative Committee 

 

and for the above stated reasons, and also especially as: 

• an answer to a completely unprofessional and calculated intervention of comrade 

Hamáček in regards to peaceful and announced demonstration, organized provocation and 

initiation of unrest from the lines of policemen in civvies and also in uniforms, and 

especially preventing peaceful leaving of demonstrators from the demonstration, when this 

peaceful leaving of demonstrators was prevented by Czech Police by order of comrade 

Hamáček. 

o you have NO RIGHT, comrade HAMÁČEK, to restrict the Constitutional right to 

protest - SHAME ON YOU! 

o demands that civil movement HON in connection with organization of the 

demonstration received were in contradiction to Charter of Fundamental Rights and 

Freedoms. In our opinion, it has higher legal power than measures and restrictions 

announced by CZ Government, even if they are announced during a state of 

emergency. 

o such measures, given the character and nature of such event in public space, are 

completely unworkable. It’s a gesture of free will of every citizen of CZ and an 

opportunity to express opposition towards government-imposed measures. 

Demands to restrict only a certain number of demonstrators are virtually 

nonsensical and, in the end, invalid, just like demands to wear face masks, against 

which people are also demonstrating. 

o we would like to point out to comrade Hamáček that he is not a participant of an 

administrative procedure when it comes to allowing or banning of such 

demonstration, and if a demonstration is peaceful, it is illegal to make orders to 

https://lbry.tv/@otevrisvoumysl:7/demo-praha-policista-provokater:b


 

administrative bodies to punish anyone, from petty and unconstitutional reasons, 

because comrade Hamáček doesn’t like something. 

o It is unequivocally abuse of power of public official. Comrade Hamáček has caused 

so much damage in the Czech Republic this year, that with this we call for his 

resignation. We hope he will see the rushing train in the opposite direction towards 

him, because otherwise it will run him over without mercy. 

o The Czech regional election clearly proved that he, as party leader of CSSD, failed, 

and he completely failed in the eyes of our portion of conscious public, who is aware 

of the totalitarian despotism comrade Hamáček is causing to the Czech Republic, 

also through unparalleled propositions for alterations of Constitutional laws with 

regards to safety and other things. 

 

• an answer to constant fear mongering of comrade Col. Prymula with highly infectious 

disease and totalitarian lock-down, when WHO, CDC and other world experts have long 

been saying that the virus is not that infectious and not even dangerous when it comes to 

mortality rate, that face-masks are ineffective and on the contrary that long-term wearing of 

face-masks causes number of other illnesses, lowering of immunity together with stress and 

higher susceptibility to coronavirus illnesses. Face masks collect unhealthy microorganisms, 

which a person then breathes back in into their lungs. After all, when there was swine flu in 

the Czech Republic in 2009 - the same thing was being said by then epidemiologist and 

today’s Health Minister comrade Col. Roman Prymula. Not to mention ineffectiveness and 

total inconclusiveness of PCR tests, which should have never been used as diagnostic tools. 

o during PCR testing, the so-called sample is multiplied, for more cycles than it should 

be, and certain DNA sequences are searched for in it 

o one of the sequences sought is the sequence that each Homo Sapiens has on 

chromosome 8 

o the positive result of the overpriced PCR test says nothing at all about the human 

disease with COVID19 

o a positive PCR test does not show contagion 

o a positive PCR test does not prove the cause of death from COVID19 

o PCR test cannot distinguish between active and inactive virus, it is only one assisting 

tool in differential diagnostics 

o PCR tests for COVID19 were purchased and logistically distributed already in 2017-

2019 

o Here are links to patents, purchases, including video backups 

o In regards to coronavirus, there is so much new information in the world that you 

ignore - comrade Col. PRYMULA - SHAME ON YOU! 

o We have said it multiple times that we don’t trust you and again we call for your 

resignation, also given the number of conflicts of interest. 

 

 It has been clear to all of us for some time that this global story is not about our health, 

safety and definitely not about our better future. 

 

 

 

https://www.denik.cz/z_domova/svaz-pacientu-vyzyva-noste-rousky20091106.html
https://lbry.tv/@otevrisvoumysl:7/americk-cdc-p-izn-v-e-covid-19-nikdy-2:f
https://register.epo.org/documentView?number=US.202016876114.A&documentId=2-6-US++1687611401P1+
https://web.archive.org/web/20200906005700if_/https:/wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Imports/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/382200
https://youtu.be/JkHFFAsztLs


 

 Indisputable evidence is an analysis of statistical data from Europe in regards to spreading of 

coronavirus and its comparison with seasonal flu under the so-called first “wave”. Being aware of the 

fact that today’s “fact-check” organizations are “fact-checking” anything you can think of, because 

today to say something is truth or half-truth is really just a matter of whether the information itself 

suits the government commercial communistic propaganda or not. This commercial communistic 

propaganda ensures the following: 

• fabulous profits for firms and hospitals providing testing, and during a time when there are 

measures that DRACONICALLY restrict the economy and according to our Government 

officials this virus needs to be broadly tested 

• the virus is so dangerous and infectious that it not only enters the noses of families, but 

mainly without possible infection it substantially enters their wallet (family of four, as 

private patients, will pay 7.000 CZK for PCR tests, for express next-day test they pay 

respectable 30.000 CZK, for the official certificate they pay 4x550 CZK extra, and if they don't 

want to wait half a day in cold with their children, then for preferential collection of samples, 

so-called fast track, they pay negligible 4x1.500 CZK extra) 

• we rather leave it without a comment on how commercial communistic government even 

dares, in case of such global pandemic, and literally in the case of life-threatening and 

infectious virus, to require their citizens to pay for useless tests, the result of which only 

further damages our economy, while this government successfully and blatantly destroys 

our wallets, future and wallets of our children. 

• In a recent statement, the WHO draws the attention of governments around the world to 

the absurdity of measures such as the economic LOCK-DOWN and its catastrophic 

consequences for the economy and the subsequent lives of citizens. 

• and because the virus will be with us forever, and for disinfection and one-time face masks 

such family spends in a month approximately (4 people x 5 one-time face masks daily x 30 

days x 25 CZK for one face mask) = 15.000 CZK plus other 1.000 CZK for disinfection, and 

assuming that the family should, quite logically, follow these most strict out of all cruel-strict 

hygienic rules, with respect to such insidious and murderous infectious virus. In addition, 

with a face mask that will not protect them against an infection, because wearing a face-

mask against a virus is the same thing as wearing a fishing net. Result? Overcome children by 

frequent using of so-called COVIDFECTION (disinfection) on hands, at the same time choked 

children but also people, quite logically, by frequent breathing in higher levels of CO2 and 

other pathogenic germs, lowering of immunity to the minimum and facilitation of factual 

infection of any coronavirus. Bravo, comrade Health Minister, bravo! 

• Greta, with respect to higher levels of CO2 and devastating effects of plastic bags on nature 

and ecosystem, would definitely recommend using plastic bags on hands and feet. And if the 

virus is spread dangerously via aerosol in the air, we could start crawling on the ground 

wearing plastic raincoats. What do you think?! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://lbry.tv/@otevrisvoumysl:7/analyza-evropskych-statistik-covid-19-cz-tit:f
https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/global/coronavirus-who-backflips-on-virus-stance-by-condemning-lockdowns/news-story/f2188f2aebff1b7b291b297731c3da74#.7fmiz


 

 

 We demand immediate establishment of Parliamentary Investigative Commission THE 

LIGHTNING BOLT, fully in accordance with the DRAFT RESOLUTION OF CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES CZ, 

which you received on 28 September 2020. 

 Today we can with 100% absolute certain say that this is a completely intentionally and 

artificially made global crisis massively supported by mainstream media and almost all politicians 

across the globe. We respect the statement of president Lukashenko, who found courage and 

publicly revealed the practices of WHO. We completely condemn the activities of the Slovak 

president Čaputová, Slovak prime minister Matovič. Even in CZ there is company IPSOS MORI, based 

in Slovenský dům, providing support and consulting in this coronavirus madness. In England this 

company provides PCR testing. We demand immediate investigation of this company. We absolutely 

don’t understand how it is even possible to register a company, which in its name carries information 

“THEY DIE”, and that such company is widely engaged in coronavirus activities and PCR testing.  

 We strongly recommend you watch this lecture, especially its part from 37th minute, so that 

you realize the possible threat to our national interests, suverenity and lives we might be facing now. 

We will try to arrange the translation of it as soon as possible, you will find it later on the website of 

everyone signed. Don’t forget that you can turn on automatic translation of subtitles on YouTube, 

which works with 95% accuracy today. 

 We call professional and uncorrupted public for cooperation in revealing mistakes and 

individual failures during handling of the coronavirus crisis, and for dealing with questions of all 

subjects in terms of activities of the Committee. The scope of activities of the Citizen’s Investigative 

Committee will be unlimited and this Committee will be able to investigative any matter suggested 

by citizens of CZ regarding corruption and operation of the whole ruling period of Andrej Babiš. 

 Public media and commercial media, consider the consequences of your clientelism in 

relation to pharmaceutical corporations, political representation, and rather prefer independent 

reporting and the true dissemination of information. This is the future of us all, and here clientelism 

must not and cannot prevail. Only by unanimous overrun to the right side of the truth we can break 

together where all political elites are for sure trying to push us. When we all realize this in the later 

stages, it will certainly be too late. 

 Police forces, rescue services, security forces of the state and forces of military protection - 

we invite you for cooperation, and if you have doubts about orders, measures, which are imposed on 

you, know that we have full understanding and we are doing everything we can so that your forces 

will not become a tool of political control and despotism. 

 Please, contact anyone signed below. All of us signed below will be cooperating under the 

activities of the Parliamentary Investigation or Non-Parliamentary Investigation, for which we have 

common and unified interest, and we will be truthfully informing the CZ public. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUtQbriWt64


 

 

For all forgetful people, just to be sure, we present the most important: 

Chapter One, Article 2 - Constitution of the Czech Republic 1/1993 Coll. 

(1) The people are the source of all state power; it exercises it through the legislature, the executive 

and the judiciary. 

(2) The Constitutional Act may stipulate when the people exercise state power directly. 

(3) State power serves all citizens and may be exercised only in cases, within the limits and in the 

manner provided by law. 

(4) Every citizen may do what is not prohibited by law, and no one may be forced to do what is not 

required by law. 

 

 

          on behalf of KULOVÝ BLESK         on behalf of OBČANSKÁ NEPOSLUŠNOST 

             

   

 

 

Radek Pech         Lenka Tarabová  

radek.pech@protonmail.com       lenkatarabova@email.cz  

David Formánek        Kamala Taris 

davidformanek@pm.me       kamala.taris@icloud.com  

 

 

 

 

on behalf of ČINNÁ KOMPETENCE 

Radek Curda 

radekcurda@seznam.cz 
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